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1. NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING

National Science Foundation (Grant SED74-12653-A01)

Jonathan Allen

Our overall objective is to develop a comprehensive model for converting English

text to speech. This requires development of a modular research system, and construc-

tion of special hardware.

The backbone of the project is the modular research system. We intend to construct

a flexible configuration of algorithms, coded in a higher level language (BCPL), which

uses well-defined file interfaces for module interconnection. These modules include a

morphological analyzer, parts-of-speech determiner, parser, letter-to-sound converter,

lexical stress analyzer, prosodic correlate determiner (pitch and timing), and phonemic

synthesizer. Each is coded as an independent module with well-defined input and output

data structure files. This enables independent development of the individual modules,

and permits us to perform experiments using many different configurations of the total

system. In this research system, emphasis is placed on flexibility of design, ease of

understanding, ability to modify quickly and easily, and relative machine independence.

In the coming year we shall continue to refine the system, with emphasis on prosodic

algorithms, parsing, and phonemic synthesis. Although we do not intend to optimize

the system for minimum memory space or execution time, some attention will be

devoted to reduction of the morph lexicon.
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Once the modular research system is developed, we shall seek to implement these

algorithms in special-purpose hardware, which is intended to provide application-

oriented performance that is efficient in space and time. Thus far, a microprocessor-

based design has been constructed for computation of speech parameter values from an

input phonemic segment specification, and an all-digital vocal-tract model has been

built that produces a speech waveform from an input set of speech parameters. These

are prototype designs that must be tested and evaluated extensively. In addition, we

are designing a new special processor to perform the morphological analysis and

parsing tasks, both of which are expressed in augmented transition network formalism.

The eventual goal is to perform all of the tasks involved in text-to-speech conversion

utilizing specially constructed processors suited to the structures involved. This should

lead to practical implementations of this speech output capability, suitable for a wide

range of applications.

2. PATTERN RECOGNITION OF CONVENTIONAL SYMBOL SYSTEMS

Joint Services Electronics Program (Contract DAAB07-76-C -1400)

National Science Foundation (Grant ENG74-24344)

Barry A. Blesser, Robert J. Shillman, Theodore T. Kuklinski, Makoto Yasuhara

The objective of this research is to design a computer algorithm capable of recog-

nizing handprinted or machine-printed characters at error rates comparable with human

performance. Our approach has been to investigate human cognition in an attempt to

discover what features are crucial to letter identity and then to incorporate these fea-

tures in an OCR algorithm. Results of the effort of the past six months toward this

goal are as follows.

We have devised an algorithm for low error rate recognition of handprinted U and

V.2 These characters, which are among the most difficult for both humans and comput-

ers to recognize, were investigated in detail by using various psychophysical techniques.

The experiments indicated that the slope of the legs and the curvature of the base are

important features in U-V discrimination. A computer algorithm incorporating these

features was designed and resulted in a recognition rate of more than 94% on a standard

data set of unconstrained handprinted U and V.

Studies based on an ABX paradigm show that letter discrimination peaks at inter-

letter labeling boundaries. 3 This lends additional support to the distinctive-feature

theory of letter recognition and provides another technique for investigating the percep-

tual letter space.

A mathematical model for incorporating contextual information has been devised

and successfully tested. The model, based on the range-frequency theory of Parducci

and Perrett, 4 should provide a basis for predicting changes attributable to graphical
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context of the Physical-to-Functional Rules (PFRs) that operate in letter recognition.
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3. DIGITAL WIREPHOTO SYSTEM

Associated Press (Grant)

Donald E. Troxel

Since August 1970, we have been developing a news picture (Wirephoto) distribution

system that is entirely new for the Associated Press. It is to be introduced in stages,

in such a way that at least the present standard of quality and service will be maintained

everywhere, with improvements spreading gradually to all locations.

The ultimate system as now envisioned will operate as follows. Pictures will be

stored under computer control. An editor can then view any picture on a TV display in

order to select, discard, edit, transmit, or store that image for later automatic dis-

patch. Editing may include cropping, enlarging, reducing, tone-scale enhancement,

sharpening, combining, and addition of captions. No additional chemical photographic

work will be required for any of these picture-processing operations.

Transmission over the "backbone" system linking AP bureaus and large metropolitan

newspapers that have substantial computer facilities will be via high-speed digital links

and will originate and terminate generally at computer-controlled digital storage

devices. Transmission to subscribers will be analog or digital and at speeds and scan-

ning standards appropriate to the existing transmission facilities. Complete control

will be exercised by the New York network monitor. In the absence of manual inter-

ventions, transmission to all points among the bureaus, from point to point, and to

regional networks, will be accomplished automatically.

We have implemented some of these procedures in the laboratory, using a PDP-11

computer (80k core, 38 megabit disk). The input may be a picture from the AP network,

from a local analog transmitter, magnetic tape or Dectape, and is stored on a disk.

Pictures may be transmitted from the disk to comparable receiving points. Pictures
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stored on the disk may be viewed on a TV display utilizing a full-frame semicon-

ductor storage system. Editing facilities already in operation include cropping,

enlarging or reducing, combining several pictures into one, addition of captions, and

sharpening.

The multitask software operating system permits new picture-processing operations

to be integrated easily, and we plan to keep incorporating additional picture-processing

routines into the system.

We are particularly interested in picture-processing operations in which the pro-

cessing depends on the local content of the picture. That is, the detailed parameters

of a coding or enhancement scheme vary for different local areas. In this type of pro-

cessing it is of prime importance to avoid artifacts such as contours outlining these

local areas. We are also accelerating our interest in color picture processing, both

from the viewpoint of coding for bandwidth compression and enhancement or manip-

ulation.

4. RECOGNITION OF PARTIAL DENATURATION MAPS (PDM)

OF BACTERIAL PHAGE

National Institutes of Health (Grant 1 ROI GM22547 -01)

Ian T. Young, Donald S. Levinstone

In our effort to determine the PDM of long DNA molecules we have attempted

automatic determination of the location of the PDM of short DNA molecules from a

virus such as F22. Thus if the P22 or X phage were inserted in the DNA of E.

coli in vitro, then by discerning the location of the inserted molecule we ought to be

able to determine the PDM of the E. coli DNA molecule in the neighborhood of the

insertion site.

A key requirement of an automatic procedure such as this is to be able to identify

the PDM histogram of the inserted molecule against the background PDM histogram of

the longer molecule. To determine whether the procedures that we have developed pre-

viously have this sensitivity, we performed the following experiment.

A set of 60 curves of P22 phage waveforms was divided into a training group and a

test group, each with a set of 30 curves. A set of 55 curves of BP5, a deletion phage

of P22, was divided into a training set of 25 curves and a test set of 30 curves. It can

be seen from Figs. XXI-1 and XXI-2 that the training patterns are quite similar to the

histograms of the complete sets of curves. The two test groups were combined into a

single shuffled test set of 60 molecules. Then each curve was compared with the

training set histograms of P22 and BP5 to obtain a correlation coefficient as a
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Fig. XXI-1. PDM histograms for P22 molecules. (a) Complete set
of 60 molecules. (b) Training set of 30 molecules.

Fig. XXI-2.

measure of

according to

PDM histograms for BP5 molecules. (a) Complete set of
55 molecules. (b) Training set of 25 molecules.

similarity. The ith curve (molecule) from the test set was classified

the following decision rule:

i c P22

Pi, P22 < Pi, BP5
i c BP5

An analysis of the results shows that 29 of the thirty P22 curves and 26 of the thirty

BP5 curves were correctly assigned. For the set of P22 curves, the quantity (pi, P22-

Si, BP5 ) had average .19 with variance .09; for the set of BP5 curves, the average was
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-. 12, with variance .11. This is quite significant because biologically the BP5 curves

would be expected to have some portions of their patterns in common with those of P22,

since BP5 is a deletion phage of P22.
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5. ANALYSIS OF CHROMOSOME IMAGES: MULTIPLE-CELL

KARYOTYPING

National Institutes of Health (Grant 2 PO1 GM19428-04)

Goesta H. Granlund, Ian T. Young, Gregory W. Zack, Murray Eden

In our studies of the automated karyotyping of human chromosomes we have formed

a new potentially powerful concept of statistical karyotyping, which is that a karyotype

can be developed from the chromosome complement of several cells. An obvious
advantage is that we can take for analysis from each cell only chromosomes that are
not touching, overlapping, or otherwise distorted. An even more important advantage
is that information about the average behavior of descriptive parameters of each chro-
mosome class can be assembled.

The reason for analyzing the chromosome complement is that clinical judgment is
necessary rather than just an assembly of the karyotype picture of a particular cell.
If we have only the chromosome spread image of a particular cell, we get very little
information about the chromosome complement. If something unexpected is observed,
we must obtain one or more images to confirm or reject a suspected irregularity.

The system that we have built is shown in Fig. XXI-3. It has been described else-
1-5where and tested on Giemsa-banded metaphase cells. Because of its organization

OUTER
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LOCATION OF LOCATION PRELIMINARY COMPUTATION CLUSTERING STATISTICAL
METAPHASE AND READ-IN CLASSIFICATION OF PEAK AND ANALYSIS
SPREADS OF SEPARATE OF PARAMETFRS CLASSIFICATION AND

CHROMOSOMES. CHROMOSOMES PRESENTATION -
GENERATION OF UP TO
OF PROFILES 20 CELLS

Fig. XXI-3. Automated karyotyping system.
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and function, it is difficult to compare it with conventional systems or to specify its

accuracy in well-known terms. An important factor in evaluating a conventional

karyotyping system is the recognition rate of the system; that is, the percentage of

correctly classified chromosomes. With our system, by observing the data output from

the clustering and classification block, we have achieved a recognition rate of 90%, plus

or minus a few percent depending upon the quality of the preparation and the care taken

in the selection of spreads. This matter, however, is not pertinent for our system.

Instead of error, we have an overlap of classes, as well as in homologues within

classes. It can be shown that the error rate is directly related to the overlap of the

distributions. The situation illustrated in Fig. XXI-4 shows two classes of chromosomes

20

Fig. XXI-4.

Example of feature overlap of two
classes: chromosomes No. 20 and
No. 21.

21

with an overlap in the distributions of two features. We cannot tell to which distribution

the points in the overlap region belong, but that is not important for our purpose. What

is important is to find the means and variances of these two distributions, since they

reflect the average behavior of these features, and we can now obtain this information.

These methods can be used to detect aberrations in the chromosome complement.

Since the discovery of the banding stains, great variability in banding patterns has been

observed, which is sometimes linked to clinical syndromes. Several hospitals now

make investigations routinely in order to find chromosomal abnormalities that can be

linked to observed syndromes. Some of these abnormalities are visible in the
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karyotypes, while others can only be suspected. The methods that we have described
may be and have been used to resolve such problems.
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